Abstract. This 
Introduction
The ability to simulate and hence predict the spread of a 2 dimensional fire for heterogeneous conditions is a difficult problem and valuable tool in fire manage- Roberts, (1989) , Anderson et al., (1982) . Curve expansion techniques are not without their problems, a particular difficulty being the detection of whether a region has been burnt by the fire, so that a separate paft of the fire may not burn into that region at a later time. Recently, techniques for the detection of burnt regions have been proposed by Wallace, (1993) , and Knight and Coleman, (1993) .
A simulation procedure consists of two main components, a mathematical model to describe thephenomena and a solution procedure to extract the predictions of the model. The model used here is the differential equation model proposed by Richards, (1994) , and the purpose of this work is to demonsfab how the differsntial equations can be solved numerically, and how burnt regions can be detected. The algorithm for the detection of burntareas is basedon identifying whether a region is intemal to the curve by calculating its turning number, the algorittrm is found to be reliable and allows the simulation of complex fire scenarios.
Mathematical Model
The mathematical model used is the differential equation method proposed by Richards, (1994) . The fire perimeter at time r is represented paramefically in s as a closed curve (r (s,r), y (s,r)), 0 S s < 2n, where the time derivatives 4(s,r) and ),(s,r) satisfy ttre partial differential equations. 4(s,t) = x({(s,r) -0(s,t)6,r)cos0(s,t) -Y(OG,I) -0(s,t),s,r)sin0(s,r) (1) ),(s,t) = x(6(s,D -9(s,t),s,r)sin0(s,0 +Y(f(s,r) -0(s,r)s,r)cos0(s,r) (Z) where f(s,t) is the angle of the normal vector and 0(s,r) is the angle of the wind direction to the.r-axis, both at (x(s,r),y(s,r)) on the perimeter. The If at some point the time derivatives.rdl4s;dt) and ydiAsjAt) are approximated by the forward difference approximations (x,*r-x,)lAt and (),*,-y. lAt rcspectively, and the spatial derivatives x,(iAsjAt) and y,(iAsiAt) are approximated using the cenral difference approximations (xurr-xrr/2As and (y,*,r-y, -r)Mt respectively, then substinrting thase ino eqns. (5,6) gives that x,n, = x,r+AtF(s,t,(x,,r r-x,-r)DAs,(),*,r-y,-,)2As) Figure 3B is the same as Figure   3A save that the fuel is such ttrat for a constrnt wind velocity the fire perimeter shape is a double ellipse with a sharp head and a blunt back fire region. The forward, flank and back spread rates are the same for both the double eltpses, in fact the fire shape in Figure 38 is that of Figure 34 . turned the other way around. 
